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FOREWORD

Development Programme
(UNDP), consisting of the Technical Assistance Component (TA) and the Special
Fund Component (SF), assists the developing
countries in their efforts to realize the full potential of their human and natural resources. To
this end, the UNDP and the United Nations
family of agencies work with governments in
carrying out priority pre-investment and technical
assistance projects. In the pre-investment sector,
UNDP provides assistance to governments:

T

-

HE UNITED NATIONS

In conducting resource surveys and feasi-

bility studies to determine the economic
potential and to plan the productive use of
natural resources;
-

-

In establishing or strengthening permanent
educational institutions designed to provide
these countries with the skilled people
needed in their development efforts; and
In building up research centres for the development and application of new techniques
in industry, agriculture, and a variety of
other fields.

The participating government contributes substantially to the project in the form of national
staff, project buildings, as well as supplies and

services that can be met from local resources.
The UNDP, in turn, will normally meet the cost
of international personnel, project fellowships for
senior counterpart staff, and equipment.
The implementation of pre-investment projects
is usually entrusted by the UNDP to an "executing
agency", selected from among the UN family of
agencies. The executing agency is responsible for
the day-to-day supervision and execution of the
project's work plan. It also recruits international
experts, trains national personnel, and procures
imported equipment. Upon completion of project
operations, the agency submits a final report to
the participating government, describing the work
carried out, evaluating the results obtained, and
setting forth the agency's recommendations for
follow-up action by the government.
In the present instance, the Government of
Thailand, with the help of the World Meteorological Organization and the UNDP, expanded the
agricultural meteorological and hydrometeorological services of the country with a view to the
increase in agricultural productivity and conservation of natural resources. The final report on this
project records the results of this collaborative
endeavour.

v
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PREFACE

A BUNDANT w ATER is one of the most valuable

f i resources

any country can have, and
without it the development of agriculture
and industry are virtually impossible. Thailand
is fortunate in having plentiful water resources,
but their potential is by no means folly developed.
In particular, there has long been a lack of knowledge of the water regimes of the country's rivers,
the amount of water they carry, and the rhythm of
their annual rise and fall. At the same time,
agricultural development has been held back by
an absence of detailed information about the
climate in certain parts of the country, as well
as by lack of essential hydrological data. In both
of these fields, hydrology and agricultural meteorology, there was an urgent need to expand the
Government meteorological services.
Aware of these urgent requirements, the
Government of Thailand decided early in the
1960s to seek the advice and assistance of the
United Nations. Specifically, a request was submitted for a Project under the UN Special Fund ,*
to assist in the expansion of the hydrometeorological and agricultural meteorological services
and in the training of the necessary personnel
to run the services after the expansion.
The present Report describes and discusses the
resultant Project, undertaken between 1963 and
1967 as a joint venture between the Government
of Thailand, the United Nations Development
Programme (Special Fund) and, as executing
agency for the UNDP, the World Meteorological Organization.
The Project ran for three-and-a-half years, at
a total cost of $673,017 , of which $390,075 was
provided by the United Nations Development
* The UN Special Fund and the Expanded Programme of
Technical Assistance of the UN were merged to form the
UN Development Programme on 1 January 1966 .

Programme. This international contribution covered the cost of four expert advisers, one of whom
acted as Project Manager; equipment, at a total
cost of $176,136; and one-year fellowships for
four Thai meteorologists to train abroad. The
Government contribution, made through the Thai
Meteorological Department, was $282,942 in
actual expenditure and in kind. It included the
construction of stations, installation of equipment,
provision of technical counterpart personnel at
various levels, clerical and administrative staff,
accommodation and facilities and various services,
as well as a cash contribution to the local running
costs of the Project. In addition to the expansion
of the meteorological services, the Project included
the establishment of an instruments laboratory
in Bangkok, to serve the Meteorological Department as a whole.
When the Project was terminated, early in 1967,
the initial expansion of the Meteorological Department in hydrometeorology and agricultural meteorology had been achieved. Fifteen hydrometeorological and seventeen agricultural meteorological observing stations had been set up and
were operational; a considerable cadre of young
Thai scient_ists and meteorologists had been
trained in the new disciplines; and the Instruments
Laboratory was equipped and ready for the calibration and repair of instruments of all types
used in the Department. The contribution of the
Thai Government was especially notable, not
only in the provision of ample facilities, accommodation and services , but also in providing some
300 man-years of work by local personnel at
many levels, a total considerably greater than
that originally planned. As a result of this collaborative effort, Thailand has a greatly strengthened
meteorolog~cal service , well adapted to provide
the data on climate and water resources that
the development of industry and agriculture
requires. While the expert advice and the technical equipment were provided by the United
VII
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Nations, the success of the Project and the bright
prospects for the continuing expansion of the
meteorological services are largely due to the
efforts of Thailand herself.
The first chapter of this Report describes some
of the principal features of Thailand: its monsoon
climate, its topography, its natural resources,
and the effect these have on the country's agriculture. Against this background, the Project is
seen as a logical step in the country's development.
The second chapter describes the course of the
Project, with the setting up of new hydrometeorological and agricultural meteorological stations,
the development of training and research programmes, and the establishment of the instruVIII

ments laboratory. In the third chapter, the work
done during the Project is considered in greater
detail, and the situation of the expanded services
at the end of the Project is described. In the
fourth and last chapter, the results of the Project
are evaluated, and steps to be taken to continue
the expansion of the Meteorological Department
are considered. Finally , the importance of a
complete and fully operative Meteorological
Department as part of the essential infrastructure
for the development of agriculture and industry
is emphasized. The text of the Plan of Operation,
lists of the international experts engaged in the
Project and of fellowship-holders sent for study
abroad, as well as a full list of equipment provided
under the Project, are given as appendices.

I.

THAILAND: MOUNTAINS, RIVERS AND PLAINS

of some 514,000 square
kilometres (200,000 square miles), Thailand
has a population of over thirty-two million
rising at the rate of three per cent per annum. It
thus falls into that group of countries, comprising
most of South-East Asia, in which an already
dense population is increasing rapidly. Except
in a few regions, there is as yet little pressure on the
land, although this will certainly increase since
there are large areas of difficult, mountainous
country, and expanses of forest which cover more
than half the total land surface. Mountain ranges,
running in general from north to south, lie along
Thailand's western boundaries. Other mountains
form a barrier on the northern frontier with
Burma and Laos; and other ranges lie to the
south-east where Thailand joins Cambodia. To
the east, however, a natural frontier, ag3:in with
Laos and Cambodia, is provided by the great
Mekong River. Finally a lower, but nevertheless
important, mountain range divides the middle
of the country into two great plains: the so-called
Central Plain to the west, and the great region of
Khorat to the east.
OVERING AN AREA

C

about one-third of the rice produced in the
country. Khorat is in effect the basin of a
single river, the La Moon, a tributary of the
Mekong. It is a region where many of the problems of uncontrolled water resources are encountered: extensive flooding, largely unavoidable
in so vast an area of fiat land, may be followed by
disastrous drought.
Besides these two great plains, suitable land
in the valleys of the North and down the long,
narrow western peninsula have for many centuries
been used for rice production. But although soil
conditions needed for growing rice are not as
critical as for some cereal crops, Thai farmers
have always had to use their skill and ingenuity to
produce this staple crop. Only certain parts of the
country, and these not in the principal rice-growing
areas, regularly receive the 70 inches of rain
during the growing season that rice requires
under Thai conditions. In some otherwise suitable
areas, rainfall may vary from under 50 to well
over a hundred inches in a single season, while
much of the Central Valley north of Bangkok
regularly has less than the amount needed for
high rice yields.

RICE: SOURCE OF
THAILAND'S WEALTH
It is in these plains that Thailand's wealth

chiefly lies. For this wealth is in its soil, which
with the availability of ample fresh water has
made Thailand one of the great rice-producing
countries of the world. The finest rice-growing
areas, with the richest soil and the most intensive
cultivation, are in the Central Plain, particularly in the area surrounding and to the north
of the capital, Bangkok, where about half the
country's rice is grown. In Khorat, where there
are also very large areas producing rice, the
soil is neither as rich nor as deep, and yields are
very much lower. None the less, this huge region,
which covers some 60,000 square miles, provides

CANALS FOR IRRIGATION AND
TRANSPORT
From time immemorial, the Thai farmer's
answer to this water problem has been to irrigate.
Many of the ancient methods, primitive but still
effective, are still in use. But since the latter half
of the nineteenth century, more and more modern
irrigation works have been constructed, and this
process, the deliberate control of the water
resources for agriculture and other purposes,
continues. The visitor to Bangkok who flies over
the surrounding countryside, or dri"ves even a
short distance out of the city by road, can see
this for himself. Everywhere, the plain is divided

IV. Temperature and dew-point measurements in vegetable research plot
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up by broad, straight ~anals, often interspersed
by and linked with the narrower, winding channels
dug by local peasants to bring water to their
individual plots of land. Near the city, especially,
the canals are used as highways as well as for
irrigation; they seem at times to carry almost
as much traffic as the roads, and the population
is most densely concentrated along their length, as
it is along any other type of highway.
Transportation and irrigation are not the only
uses to which this abundance of water is put.
At many points on the canals one sees areas wired
off in which hundreds of water-fowl are kept,
supplying Bangkok with the ducks' eggs and
meat which are a characteristic part of the local
diet. A surprising number of the Thai canoes
are motorized and their management often left
to quite small children, while other members of the
family proceed with the day's business. In some
more remote areas, the first canals were also
virtually the first means of regular communication
with the outside world, and they still remain a
substitute for, as well as an alternative to, roads.

PROBLEMS OF THE MONSOON
CLIMATE
The controlled use of Thailand's water resources
has steadily grown in recent years, but real development depends on a more complete knowledge of
the climate than is at present available. This
requires an understanding of the type and behaviour of the climate not only in general terms,
but virtually on a day-to-day basis. Thailand's
climate is of the monsoon type. This means that
it is under the influence of strong seasonal winds:
the north-east monsoon from November to February, when a stream of dry air blows across the
country from China; and the stronger, moistureladen south-west monsoon from the Indian
Ocean~ which produces the rainy season lasting
normally from May to October. With regard to
temperature, Thailand is fortunate in not being
subject to extremes of either heat or cold. Average
temperatures for the coolest winter months run
from about 20°C in the north of the country to
27° in the south; those for the hottest months (in
the transitional period between the north-east
and south-west monsoons) vary less, from 28.6°

to 30.6°C, although the maximum in Bangkok
may exceed 38°C (I00°F) on a few occasions each
year.
The dominating factor in Thailand's climate,
as in all the "monsoon" countries, is the rainfall.
This varies widely, from an average of 5,106 mm
per annum at Ranong on the west coast in the
south to as little as 951 mm at Tak in the north.
Moreover, as is usual with a monsoon climate,
it is unevenly distributed in time as well as geographically; in many years, drought and floods are
both experienced, sometimes even in the same
part of the country within a few months or even
weeks of each other. In general, the heaviest
rainfall occurs on the western sides of the mountain
ranges, or on the coasts exposed to the full force of
the south-west monsoon. The stretches of country
to the east of the mountains lie in a "rain shadow".
This effect is particularly significant in northeastern Thailand, where poorer soils than elsewhere have always made this the country's "problem area".

TOO MUCH RAIN - AND TOO LITTLE
Contrary to what many people believe, the
monsoon (and when used in a general way this
normally is taken to be the south-west, rain-bearing
monsoon) is not a period of unrelieved or torrential rain, nor does it start or finish at the same
time each year. It may begin early or late, and
there are often prolonged breaks, perhaps lasting
several weeks and even at times leading to drought
conditions, between the rainy spells. In some
years there may be excessively heavy rain, causing
widespread floods and ruining the rice crop; in
other years, prolonged drought and low over-all
rainfall may have even more disastrous effects.
One special danger in the mountain valleys is that
of "flash floods", resulting from sudden heavy
storms, which cause tremendous damage to property and even, at times, loss of life.
The answers to this problem of excessive water
at one season, insufficient water at another, are
of course known: river barrages and dams to
hold up and control water, canals and smaller
reservoirs for storage during the dry season and
"tanks" (still smaller storage compounds) such
3

as are largely used in Khorat. Many of these
works require very large investments, either in
labour (and in Thailand until quite recently they
were often built or excavated by manual labour)
or in machines. But before this investment can be
undertaken, facts are needed: in particular, there
is a need for information about the amount of
drainage water that can be expected, and the
quantity required for irrigation or any other
specific purpose. This information can only be
reliably obtained from a long series of observations of rainfall, runoff, the capacity and flow of
rivers, the amount required by crops and the
quantity needed for towns or proposed new industries. This in turn requires a well-equipped and
fully-manned meteorological and hydrological
observation network , specifically designed for
the purpose.

EXISTING METEOROLOGICAL
SERVICES IN THAILAND
There has been a national meteorological
service in Thailand since 1923. Since 1962 it has
been under the Office of the Prime Minister; and
for . many years, its senior staff personnel have
largely been provided by the Royal Thai Navy,
who controlled the service from 1936 to 1962.
At the time that the Project was coming into being,
a good network of almost 50 stations existed for
making "synoptic" observations (that is observations made at internationally agreed times) in
accordance with the international standards agreed
by the World Meteorological Organization, of
which Thailand had been a member for many
years. These stations made regular observations
of cloud, rainfall, temperature, humidity, sunshine, wind, and air pressure. In addition, there
was a much wider network of several hundred
ramgauges to define the rainfall pattern more
accurately.

GAPS TO BE FILLED
None the less, and in spite of the use of many of
the techniques and devices of modern meteorology,
these various stations could do little more than
meet the general needs of the country as a whole,
providing weather forecasts and information of a
general nature. Moreover, personnel trained in
4

the special skills and techniques required for
hydrometeorologicai work, and also in agricultural
meteorology, were not available, although there
were plenty of skilled men for the work already
being done. Above all, knowledge was lacking of
what happened to the rain which fell: How much
was stored in the ground, how much was lost by
evaporation or by finding its way back into the
ocean, and how much was available for man's
use?
Equally serious was the lack of a detailed
knowledge of the way in which the local climate
influenced the existing crops or might affect any
that it was planned to grow in new localities.
Besides rice , Thailand also already exports rubber ,
maize, cassava, jute and kenaf; important crops
grown primarily for home consumption include
sugar cane, tobacco, groundnuts, soya beans ,
and ·a great variety of fruit and vegetables. All
of these have their special requirements for
climate , and any expansion into fresh parts of the
country would need a mass of detailed information.
Moreover, Thailand's National Development Programme for the period 1961-66 included as a
major objective the improvement, expansion, and
diversification of agricultural production. This
would require intensive research into all the
factors affecting plant growth, of which climate is,
with the nature of the soil, the most important.
As particular emphasis was being given to the
diversification of crops, this research was essential
and urgent.

FLOODS AND THE NEED
FOR WATER CONTROL
A principal reason for speeding-up observation
and research in hydrometeorology was the enormous losses caused almost annually in Thailand
because of uncontrolled flooding. Statistics on
losses due to floods in Thailand are sketchy, but
the story of ruined crops, homes damaged or
destroyed, roads and bridges swept away, human
suffering and death, is all too familiar. Losses
fro·m individual floods run into many hundreds of
thousands of dollars. Nor are all these floods due
to the overflow of rivers as a result of the normal
monsoon rains. The southern part of the country,
and in particular the peninsula that stretches down
to Malaysia, is exposed to the full onslaught of

V. Research on potato growth under artificial climatic conditions

typhoons, some of which, such as the typhoon
"Harriet" of 1962, have caused enormous losses.
Even when the typhoon winds have spent their
fury before reaching Thailand, there may be an
aftermath of sudden, torrential rain, causing
flash floods with disastrous results. Besides more
knowledge to plan the better use of water resources, there was also an urgent need for a complete
flood warning system throughout the danger
areas, another task requiring the expert services
of hydrometeorologists.
Two other aspects of water resource development, irtigation and hydro-electric power also
depend on accurate and continuing information
about rainfall and other climatic factors. Many
of the dams planned or already under construction
in Thailand have multiple functions, being used
to supply irrigation water, to control the rivers or
canals for navigation, and also in some instances
to supply power , as well as providing direct flood
control. Detailed knowledge of the actual rainfall
is essential, but so also are calculations of the
maximum extreme flood which may occur in the
catchment whose waters feed the dam. This
requires research and complicated statistical work,
a field again in which assistance and advice were
urgently required.

THE GENESIS OF THE PROJECT
Realization of the need to expand the Government Meteorological Services to include these
new requirements led to the decision to ask for
assistance from the United Nations Special Fund
(as it was then known) in this field. As finally
formulated this request for assistance was designed
to cover four different but closely integrated
aspects of the work of the Services. In the first
place, there were special requirements connected
with the needs of a rapidly expanding agriculture.
While the routine information coming in from
the existing synoptic stations was good enough
for normal purposes, observations on soil temperature and moisture, atmospheric humidity and
air movement among the growing crops were
now needed. Moreover, while the actual observations could be made by normally trained meteorological observers, their interpretation and use
would be a matter for agricultural research
workers. The agricultural meteorological observ6

ing stations therefore should be set up at, or close
to, existing agricultural research stations wherever
possible.
The second need was for special hydrological
and hydro meteorological observing stations. Besides accurate records of streamflow, the new
stations would need to be able to provide a continuing record of rainfall, which meant the installation of recording raingauges of a type not used
hitherto in the Meteorological Service. All this
new equipment, however, would need to be properly calibrated and maintained. This requirement
led to the third aspect of the proposed Project:
the establishment of an instruments workshop,
fully equipped and centrally located. Besides
maintenance, servicing and repair of instruments,
it should eventually be able to make some of the
simple equipment on the spot. Allied to this
workshop would be a small laboratory especially
designed for the calibration of the instruments
used by the Meteorological Department as a
whole.
Finally, there was the problem of training the
personnel who would be needed to man the
expanded services after the Project had finished.
Most of them would be young men already in
training in Thailand, and who should be given
additional instruction to enable them to handle
the new equipment and to operate a generally
more sophisticated service than that with which
they were accustomed. Some of the prospective
staff, however, would probably need to go abroad
for advanced training, and as usual in such
United Nations projects , there would need to be
an allocation for fellowships for these men.
The programme for such a Project as that outlined above was discussed with the United Nations
Special Fund and with the World Meteorological
Organization, as the Specialized Agency of the
United Nations that would be concerned in its
implementation. The Project was approved by
the Governing Council of the United Nations
Special Fund (see footnote to Preface, page VII) at
its meeting in January 1962. The Plan of Operation for the Project, which was signed in March
1963, is given as Appendix I to this Report. It is
discussed in general terms in the next chapter,
where the course of the Project from 1963 until its
completion early in 1967 is also described.

II.

THE COURSE OF THE PROJECT

for the "Expansion of
Meteorological Services in Thailand" was
signed on 5 March 1963 by representatives
of the Government of Thailand, the United
Nations Special Fund, and as Executing Agency
on behalf of the Special Fund, the World Meteorological Organization. The expansion envisaged
was to be concerned primarily witli two aspects
of the work o( the Thai Meteorological Department, namely hydrometeorology (and hydrology)
and agricultural meteorology. .Briefly, the Plan
of Operation (see Appendix I) called for the
establishment of fifteen new hydrometeorological
stations and seventeen new agricultural meteorological stations. In addition, an instruments
workshop and laboratory, capable of calibrating
and maintaining meteorological instruments, would
be set up. Personnel for operating the expanded
services, with especial reference to the requirements of the new observing stations and the
instrument workshop and laboratmy, would be
trained. In the case of senior technicians, there
was an allocatioa for fellowships for study abroad.
Finally, the Project was designed to initiate
research in agricultural meteorology and hydrometeorology and to include training in these
fields.

T

HE PLAN OF OPERATION

Project, a meteorological instructor, who had
previously been working on another Special Fund
Project in Thailand, was added to the team.
There was also an allocation for fellowships for
·training four Thai technicians, one in each of the
disciplines covered by the original experts and an
additional one in meteorological Instruments at a
later date. Finally, the Special Fund contributed
instruments and other equipment at a cost of
$176,136.
The Government contribution included the
provision of senior and junior technical staff,
observers and other staff for the new field stations,
as well as clerical and administrative personnel
for headquarters. This share of the Project
ultimately amounted to over 300 man-years,
considerably in excess of what had been originally
planned. In addition, the Government provided
office and other accommodation for the experts,
buildings for the new laboratory and workshops,
the construction of the new observing stations and
of any special facilities connected with them. Also
included in the Government total was a sum . of
$18 ,300 toward the local operating cost of the
Project. Over-all responsibility for the Project on
the part of the Government was vested in the
Director General of the Meteorological Department.

CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE SPECIAL
FUND AND OF THE GOVERNMENT

THE PROJECT GETS UNDER WAY

The Project was originally intended to last
three years, but was eventually extended for a
further six months, with a corresponding increase
in cost. The final total cost was thus $673,017 of
which the Special Fund contribution was $390,075
and that of the Government $282,942. The
Special Fund contribution originally allowed for
the provision of three expert advisers: a hydrometeorologist, who was also designated as Project
Manager; an agricultural meteorologist; and an
instruments expert. With the extension of the

The operational phase of the Project commenced
with the arrival, on 18 June 1963, of the Project
Manager. However, a certain amount of useful
groundwork had already been done by the Thai
Meteorological Department. For example, their
staff had already prepared lists of suggested
possible locations for the hydrometeorological
and agricultural meteorological stations, of which
the latter, as explained below, would be largely
set up on the sites of existing agricultural research
or field stations.
7
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Another valuable piece of preparatory work
was the elementary training in meteorology of the
young scientists and technicians who would eventually man the new observing stations and undertake research in the Department's new fields of
interest. This training had been provided at the
meteorology school of a new Civil Aviation
Training Centre, recently set up outside Bangkok,
and itself a United Nations Special Fund project
carried out by the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO). The lack of personnel
with basic training in the relevant discipline, which
is often a reason for the slow start of a project,
was thus avoided.
With some of the groundwork already laid, it
was thus possible for the Project Manager to
concentrate immediately on those aspects of the
Project that demanded top priority. One of these
was to decide , in close collaboration with the
Meteorological Department, what instruments
and equipment should be acquired under the
allocation for this purpose in the Project budget.
The reason for giving urgent priority to this
aspect of the work was that all this equipment
would have to come from overseas, and might be
subject to many months' delay in delivery. Since
many of the key activities laid down in the Plan of
Operation could not be carried out without this
equipment' it was essential that decisions should
be made and orders placed without delay. It had
been decided that most of the equipment should
be ordered in the first year of the Project, leaving
some of the available funds uncommitted to allow
for extra items or larger quantities of certain
instruments if these were found necessary during
the second year.
The underlying principle in the selection of
the equipment was to obtain instruments which
were relatively unsophisticated, easy to handle
and use in making observations, and which would
be simple to maintain. In a network of stations
such as was planned, manned mainly by observers
with little technical training, there would be no
place for the intricate modern meteorological
instruments which are now used where highly
trained technicians and experienced professional
meteorologists are available. Such of the more
complex instruments as were ordered were intended

mainly for use at the site at Bangna, on the outskirts of Bangkok , which was the headquarters
for the research activity of the Meteorological
Department.

NETWORK PLANNING PROBLEMS
The planning of the networks of observing
stations was one of the most difficult and exacting
tasks to be undertaken by the meteorologists of
the team. It also had very high priority , since
time must be allowed for visiting all the sites
provisionally selected, and then for the construction and equipping of the stations before Thai
staff could obtain experience in their operation. It
was therefore important that a start be made on
this as soon as possible, especially as regards the
hydrometeorological stations; the agricultural meteorological stations, as noted above, were for
obvious reasons going to be sited at existing agricultural establishments of one type or another.
However, several criteria applied .to all the new
stations, whatever their purpose: Since it was not
possible to build as many stations as might
ultimately be desirable to cover the country as a
whole, the over-all network must sample as much
of the country's climate as possible, without
duplicating information by siting stations too
close together. Since certain types of observation, e.g. those of air temperature and humidity,
evaporation, and rainfall, would be made by all
stations, it would be a waste of valuable staff and
equipment if they overlapped. The choice of
sites was thus governed to some extent by the
proximity of other stations. Also, all the stations
had to be accessible by road, not only as a matter
of convenience in setting them up, but to avoid
the staff's being so remote from civilization and
from amenities of any sort, that there might be difficulty in manning the stations.
Where hydrometeorological stations were concerned, additional problems were to be faced.
Since the number of stations to be set up was
strictly limited, great care had to be taken in
selecting the rivers on which they should be sited.
Here, the criterion was to choose rivers which,
taken as a whole, would give a good coverage
of the hydrological and hydrometeorological
situations most likely to be encountered, while
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at the same time providing a good cross-sectiOn of
interesting problems the solution of which was
important to an understanding of the country's
hydrology. Having chosen the rivers, in so far as
this was possible from data available without
visiting the sites, the next step was to visit the
areas concerned and select the precise sites. Some
idea of the time and trouble that had to be spent
on this aspect of the preliminary work may be
gained from the fact that the site survey party in
north-east Thailand inspected nineteen potential
sites to select the six stations that were finally
established in that region. In the selection of
sites, several factors had to be considered.: the sites
had to be "liveable" from the point of view of the
staff to be stationed there; there had to be an
acceptable point for stream-gauging within reasonable access; there had to be space for the erection
of an office and a boat-house; and finally, a factor
which in some cases was the determining one,
it must be possible to obtain property rights or to
find a site where the landowner was willing to
allow a station to be erected. Si ting was further
complicated by the fact that two other Government agencies, the National Energy Administration
and the Irrigation Department, were already
making hydrological observations for their own
purposes; obviously it was desirable to correlate
the work done by the various interested parties.
Eventually, a co-ordinating committee was set up
which enabled all those concerned to work together; in particular, the advice and assistance of
the Irrigation Department was extremely valuable
in selecting sites for the new stations.

ESTABLISHING THE AGRICULTURAL
METEOROLOGICAL NETWORK

Setting up the network of agricultural meteorological stations was in general a much simpler
task than site selection for the hydrometeorological system, although they were even more
widely distributed than the latter. One reason for
this was that, although rice is the main crop, and
thus the principal subject for agricultural research
in Thailand, a wide variety of other crops are
under study at experiment stations up and down
the country. It was therefore intended that the
agricultural meteorological stations should include
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areas where as great a variety of crops as possible
were being grown. The agricultural meteorologists would have to provide .information for
research and experiments with rice, tobacco,
citrus fruits, cotton, maize, jute, watermelons,
sugar cane, sorghum, rubber, cassava, and a wide
variety of fruit trees and vegetables. Whereas in
general the hydrometeorological stations were
grouped in the centre of the country (with, as the
map indicates, one or two outlying stations in the
far north and west), the agricultural meteorological network was much more diffuse, extending
from the north, near the Burma frontier, to the
extreme south of the peninsula near Malaya, in
order to cover all the areas where these crops were
being grown.
The agricultural meteorologist arrived in Bangkok in May 1964 and, thanks largely to the
preparatory work done by the Thai authorities,
was able quite rapidly to complete the selection
of the sixteen "outstation" sites for which he was
responsible. The seventeenth of the agricultural
meteorological stations was sited at Bangna, near
Bangkok, where more sophisticated instruments
would be installed and where research training
woul9 also be carried out. This was the existing
site of the Department's radar and some other
equipment as well as the proposed site for the new
Instruments and Agrometeorological Divisions.
Detailed selection of the exact sites for the instrument plots on the other stations was made by
the agricultural meteorologist or the Project
Manager, together with the head of the Department's Agrometeorological Division and the
manager of the experiment station concerned.
Close collaboration speeded up the work in this
aspect of the Project. All the sites had been
selected and six of the stations were under construction within six months of the expert's arrival.

TRAINING THE NEW
METEOROLOGISTS

Although the Thai Meteorological Department
was reasonably well staffed for its previous
operations, a considerable training programme
had to be undertaken to provide the personnel for
the new stations. This was an essential aspect of
the Project, and one to which attention had to be
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given in the first few months, so that properly
qualified junior technical officers and observers
would be available as the new stations became
operational. While some training had already
been started before the Project itself commenced,
a big step forward was taken in September 1963,
when the Department hired twelve young science
graduates as junior technical officers and sent
them for a year's training in meteorology at the
Civil Aviation Training Centre. At the same
time, observers for the new stations were being
trained by the Department in its own longestablished school.
Of the twelve young trainees selected by the
Department for the Project network, ten passed
their meteorology course and all but one of them
were available for the new stations early in the
second year of the Project. Meanwhile, the Project
Manager initiated a training course in hydrometeorology to assigned meteorologists, providing
instruction through classroom lectures and seminars. At the same time, the training of twentyfive observers in the special techniques of streamgauging was also started, since their services

would be required as soon as the new stations
were functioning. This project was in advance of
many similar projects, at a comparable stage, by
being able to select the students for fellowships
at an early date. Three young Thai technicians, a
hydrometeorologist, an agricultural meteorologist and an instruments specialist, were given
pre-fellowship training - in effect, private tuition
- by the experts before their departure in July,
August and November 1964 to start their fellowship training in the United States. A fourth
fellowship would be awarded at a later date for
follow-on training in meteorological instruments.
Since these fellowships were for one year in each
case, the first three fellows would be back in
ample time to take part in the later stages of the
Project.
With the arrival of the agricultural meteorological expert, training in that field also was able
to start in earnest, both by lectures in formal
courses and on-the-job training. Moreover, by
working very closely with the English-speaking
members of the existing Departmental staff, the
agricultural meteorologist was able to produce a
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simple manual in Thai for the use of local personnel in taking and interpreting agricultural
meteorological obServations, as well as for the
training of more observers on the actual sites of
the new stations.

A SET-BACK IN THE INSTRUMENTS
PROGRAMME
One feature of the Project was that the instruments expert should visit Thailand at an early
date to make preliminary plans for the workshop
and laboratory and to select and order the instruments and equipment that were to be provided
under the Project. This was done in the first few
months, and the equipment began to arrive in
good time. However, the expert himself was
unable, for medical reasons, to return and take
up the remaining part of his assignment. There
was some difficulty in finding a replacement and
the instruments programme, apart from that part
of it which concerned equipping the new stations
(which the meteorologists would supervise themselves) was not · able to go ahead according to
schedule. However, the instruments expert had
during his stay been able to prepare very detailed
specifications not only for the equipment itself
but for the instruments workshop and calibration
laboratory.
While the problem of having no instruments
expert was being solved, the Instruments Division
of the Department was able to go ahead with
sorting out and checking the large quantity of
equipment that had arrived. Moreover, it was
possible to take advantage of support from another
United Nations Special Fund project, concerned
with setting up a Technical Institute at Thonburi
near Bangkok. Staff from this Institute were
available to work with the members of the Instruments Division in planning and layout of
the instrument shop.

THE PROJECT AT MID-COURSE
By the middle of 1965, two years after the Project Manager had arrived in Thailand, he was
able to report good progress in virtually every
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aspect of the work , except for setting up the
instruments section mentioned above. By the end
of October of that year, seven of the fifteen
hydrometeorological stations had been built and
had begun to make observations; an additional
four ·were under construction. The first seven
agricultural meteorological stations had been
built and had been operating since 1 May; an additional eight stations were under construction.
This was considered to be good progress since the
hydrometeorological stations, in particular, could
only be worked on during the dry season. In one
instance construction of an agricultural meteorological station had to be delayed when the site was
flooded; it was soon realized that a new site would
have to be selected. Every one of these construction projects had to be visited periodically during
the work, thus entailing almost continual travel
for the hydrometeorological and agricultural
meteorological experts throughout the duration
of the Project.
One of the notable features of this Project
continued to be the very willing and valuable
co-operation of other organizations, national as
well as international, in Thailand. Thus, much
of the field training of hydrometeorological
observers, which had to be carried out in advance
of the completion of the stations scheduled under
the Project, was done with the collaboration of the
National Energy Administration. When they had
completed part of their training, they were taken
over by the Thai Naval Academy and given a
short course in boat-handling and outboard motor
maintenance. The Thai Navy was also able to
help in training the future technicians for the
instruments workshop, in the absence of the
instruments expert. These men were trained in
machine handling and maintenance in the Navy's
shops on the types of machine which later would
be used. A very useful result of the early start on
the training programme was that the three fellows
sent to the United States under the Project had
completed their year abroad and had returned to
work on the Project. The fact that these men,
trained in the latest methods in hydrometeorology
and agricultural meteorology, were available to
work as counterparts , alongside the experts for
the whole second half of the Project, contributed
very largely to its ultimate success.

A START ON THE RESEARCH
PROGRAMME
The agricultural meteorologist had been able,
by the end of his first year on the Project, to design
and initiate a number of simple agricultural
meteorological research projects for the staff at
Bangna. Although to some extent these were
training exercises, since training in research was
one of the aspects of his assignment, they gave the
members of the Agricultural Division of the Department a chance to begin such work while
expert advice was still available. These projects
covered a wide range of activities, but the general
aim was to clarify the relationships between
crops and weather in Thailand. Research in this
field would be especially useful in providing a scientific background for advice that would later be
given by the Thai radio in special agricultural
weather forecasts, which were also planned as
another activity to be initiated under the Project.
One research project, based on the use of recognized statistical techniques, concerned the determination of the relationships between rice yields
and weather factors; a similar exercise, in which
the crop concerned was maize, was begun when
the rice research had been completed. One important finding of this first research project was that
the period, rather than the extent of drought
during a season when rainfall was below average,
was the most important factor in determining
rice yields. Other research relevant to rice production, which was begun during the last year of
the Project, dealt with · the effects of flood damage
on rice production, and with water requirements
of paddy rice. A project of quite a different type,
concerned with one of the crops at present comparatively little grown in Thailand, dealt with the
examination of the microclimate necessary for
potato culture. Other research, completed during
the course of the Project, concerned an examination
of the water balance in seven different parts of
Thailand and a study of the effects of wire screens
on data from evaporation pans. This last project
was of considerable direct interest to the Project
since these pans, besides being used in the past
at the existing synoptic observing stations of the
Department, were essential equipment of the new
stations now beginning to function. In Thailand,

some evaporation pans are screened to protect
them from being used as sources of water by
animals, etc., while others are left unscreened.
In order that results from all pans should be
strictly comparable (without which their value
would be limited) it was obviously necessary to
find out what effect this screening had.
These research projects, and others operating
or planned when the Project ended, are discussed
in greater detail in the next chapter. What was as
impo~tant, however, as the achievement of any
specific results was the experience they provided
and the encouragement their completion gave to
the members of the new Agrometeorological
Division. Thus, one member of the Division, who
had returned only recently from his fellowship
awarded under the Project, read his paper on the
relationship between rice culture and rainfall
at a seminar given by the Ministry of Agriculture.
That the new Agrometeorological Division should
be represented in this way so early in its career,
at a Thai scientific meeting, indicated that the
Project was already showing results at a scientific
level, as well as in the establishment of new stations and in the increase and improvement of
observations from the network.

FINAL PHASES OF THE PROJECT
During the latter part of 1965 and in the first
months of 1966, a number of decisions were
taken which would ensure that the Project achieved
the objectives set out in the Plan of Operation,
and which led to an increase in the tempo of the
field work especially. In the first place, it was
agreed by the United Nations Development Programme and the World Meteorological Organization that, at the request of the Thai Government,
the Project period should be increased by six
months, to a total of three-and-a-half years'
duration. At the same time, the termination of the
Special Fund Project, which had allowed for the
training of meteorologists at the Civil Aviation
Training Centre, made it convenient to extend the
contract of the meteorological instructor there
involved and transfer him to the Meteorological
Project staff. In this way the training of the
junior technical officers recruited by the Meteorological Department was able to continue and
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the supply of these essential personnel to the new
Divisions was ensured.
In the late spring of 1966 two other important
events took place. The assignment of the agricultural meteorologist was extended for four
months , and finally , in June, a new instruments
expert reached the Project. Moreover, the passage of the 1965-66 dry season had made it possible
to -speed up the construction work on the field
stations so that all of those scheduled under the
Plan of Operation had been completed , and all
were actively taking meteorological observations,
except for three of the agricultural meteorological
stations. At those the construction work had
actually overtaken the output of observers from
the training school. On the other hand , the production of more specialized staff, the junior technical officers, had continued and no fewer than 20
of these young men, whose university degrees
were augmented by having passed through the
meteorological training school, were at work on
the Project staff.

SOLUTION OF OUTSTANDING
PROBLEMS
One of the major difficulties in the actual establishment of the new network had been the construction of stilling wells for ten of the 15 hydrometeorological stations. Briefly, a stilling well,
as is described in greater detail in the next chapter,
is a device for ensuring continuous measurement
of the water level in a river, no matter how high
it is nor how fast the flow, without recording
the inevitable eddies and minor fluctuation experienced if an attempt were made to measure the
level in the river itself. Although the construction
of such works is not especially difficult, it was
outside the capabilities of most of the contractors
whose services would be available in the more
remote areas where the river-gauging stations were
sited. Indeed, when eventually a contractor had
been found capable and willing to undertake the
work, a tragic accident in the course of the first
excavation phase resulted in the loss of three
lives (when a trench in the river bank caved in)
and further delayed the completion of the work.
None the less, by mid-1966 this first stilling well,

at the Kabinburi hydrometeorological station,
was functioning fully, and the experience gained in
its construction could be used in completing the
others planned on the schedule, although they
might only be ready after the end of the Project,
since this work can only be carried out during the
dry season when rivers are at their lowest.
A second important advance during the last few
months was the start of regular agricultural
weather forecasts. These had been planned for
some time in co-operation with the Thai broadcasting services, but the extension of the agricultural meteorologist's assignment made it possible
for them to become a reality. By the time he
left, three government radio stations were already
transmitting regular weekly agricultural and meteorological programmes, thus bringing the results
of the project directly home to the country's
farmers in the best possible way.

COMPLETING THE INSTRUMENTS
PROGRAMME
With the arrival of an instruments expert, it was
at last possible to complete the installation of the
Instruments Workshop and Calibration Laboratory. This was a difficult and complex job,
in spite of the very good groundwork that had
been done by the Thai authorities, and in which
several different Departments had provided assistance over the previous two years. The equipment
and tools installed ranged from items as small as
a jeweller's precision screwdriv~r to a large powerdriven milling machine. Many of them had been
on the site since early in 1965 and their identification and storage alone had been a considerable
problem.
However, by the end of the Project, all the
equipment with the exception of one major item,
the wind tunnel, had been installed, tested, and
was in working order. Moreover, the instruments
expert, being · also a skilled instrument maker,
was able to give instruction in the manufacture of
a number of simple devices and instruments for
which there would be a considerable demand,
and on which a great deal of money could be saved
by using the workshop's facilities. The expert
provided training in the making of instrument
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screens for field stations, of non-recording raingauges and of evaporimeter parts as well as instruction in the operation, maintenance and repair
of the equipment actually installed in the workshop
and laboratory.
The problem with the wind tunnel was ·that it
largely had to be specially built, and facilities
were not available in Thailand for the work. When
it had been evident that it might be impossible to
complete the instruments programme, it had been
agreed to drop this large and costly item from the
schedule. However, the expert found that it
could be made by using plans and parts from
Japan, in combination with the experience of a
Thai engineering firm. The outcome of this further
example of local collaboration in a critical part
of the Project was that the wind tunnel was eventually erected, the work being supervised by a
panel of experienced ·technicians assembled by
the Project Manager shortly before his departure.
Moreover, arrangements were made for the
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return of the instruments expert for a short period
of two months in mid-1967, to supervise the
operation and testing of the wind tunnel and to
train the staff in its management.

THE PROJECT COMPLETED
By the time the last of the international staff
had left, with the departure of the Project Manager
in January 1967, the Project could be regarded as
successful. The 1966-67 dry season had seen
a remarkable acceleration of the programme for
stilling-well construction, after the success of the
first such job at Kabinburi. Eight of the nine
remaining stations to be so equipped had their
stilling-wells and the accompanying equipment
installed. The ninth station - the last of the
ten that were scheduled for complete hydrometeorological observations - was in a location
so remote and inaccessible and with awkward

construction problems that it was decided to
omit this item from its equipment, at least for the
present. At one other station, the final installation
of equipment had been delayed by floods. Otherwise, the 15 hydrometeorological and 17 agricultural meteorological stations scheduled under
the Plan of Operation had all been completed.
As already described, the instruments programme,
after a slow start and many delays, was completed
during a return visit of the instruments expert to
supervise the testing and operation of the wind
tunnel, the only item not actually ready when the
project officially terminated.
On the training side, considerable success could
also be claimed. After returning from their
overseas training, the holders of fellowships had
played a big part in working on the Project. In
addition, a continual stream of technicians at
various levels had come out of the training schools
run in conjunction with the Project and continued

as a routine part of the work of the new Divisions
in the Meteorological Department. In many ways,
this training programme and the realization of an
agricultural weather forecasting service, achieved
during the last few months, may prove to have
been the most valuable part of the entire Project.
But none of these successes was reached without
overcoming many difficulties and solving many
problems, not least of which was the introduction
of so much new equipment to the Thai Meteorological Department. These and other technical
aspects of the work achieved during the Project's
three-and-a-half years' duration are considered
in the next chapter, where the present situation
and possible future development of the Department's new Divisions of Agrometeorology and
Hydrometeorology are discussed. To set them
up and get them operating, and to train the personnel who would make them a valuable part
of the national meteorological services, was the
aim of the Project. This was successfully achieved.
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Ill.

ACHIEVEMENTS AND POSSIBLE DEVELOPMENTS

of the Project, the
"Expansion of Meteorological Services"
as detailed by the Government of Thailand in its request to the United Nations Special
Fund had been successfully carried out. With the
assistance provided by three international experts ,
the Meteorological Department had its Agrometeorological and Hydrometeorological Divisions firmly established, and being served by a
network of observing stations specially designed
and equipped to meet the needs of these disciplines. A new Instruments Workshop and Laboratory were functioning, and able not only to
service and repair much of the new equipment
provided by the United Nations as part of the
Project, but also to repair , maintain and calibrate
that already in the service of the Department. A
small but valuable cadre of young scientists and
technicians, and a considerably larger number of
observers, had been trained both in the theory
of meteorology and in the practice of the work
needed to make the best use of the new facilities.
As a result of training abroad, three Thai meteorologists had been prepared to work side by side
with the international expert team, gaining valuable experience in the organization and administration as well as the technical work involved in
the operation of the new Divisions. Finally, in
several regions of Thailand in which agriculture
was of the greatest importance , farmers were
already receiving regular weather forecasts especially designed to meet their needs.

W

ITH THE TERMINATION

INDIRECT ACHIEVEMENTS OF
MAJOR IMPORTANCE
The· Project's physical achievement had consisted largely in organizing, designing and supervising the erection of the new observing stations,
the institutional framework of the expanded
services. The effect of the new workshop and
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laboratory, in particular, would continue to be
felt throughout the service as a whole. But
probably the most important achievements, in
the long run, were in those results of the Project
which directly affected the people involved, both
inside and outside the Meteorological Department. These results can be put into four categories: training in the scientific aspects of the new
programme (as contrasted with training in routine
work, such as making observations, boat-handling,
etc.); the accumulation of a wider range of data
from the new observing stations and with the new
instruments provided through the Project; the
provision of new meteorological services for the
public; and the initiation of research programmes
of direct potential importance to the development
of the country. The completion of the Project led
to important advances in all of these categories,
in both agricultural meteorology and hydrometeorology. These are considered separately
below.
BUILDING UP AN AGRICULTURAL
METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE
As soon as the agricultural meteorologist had
completed his side of the network planning, he
was able to concentrate on specialized training in
his own field. There was at that time (1964) a
small Agrometeorological Division within the
Department, with a total of five officers and six
observers, carrying out routine work at the
central station near Bangkok. In a country
where 80 per cent of the national income accrues
from agriculture, a larger service could obviously
be of considerable value. Moreover, such figures
as were available indicated that floods and drought,
singly as well as together, were much the most
important causes of damage, year by year, to the
country's agriculture. Yet none of the 50 or so
agricultural experimental stations was making
regular meteorological observations, nor were the

observations made at the 50 synoptic meteorological stations being used by the agriculturists.
This was the background for the programme
evolved by the agricultural meteorologist.
This programme was designed to stress four
main points:
(1) To clarify the relationship between weather
and the growth, yield and quality of crops in the
different parts of Thailand;

(2) To show the relationships between weather
and pests, diseases, and crop damage;
(3) To provide meteorological services for
farmers and others engaged in agricultural industry, including warnings of exceptional conditions
(such as floods or drought) and regular forecasts
of current "Yeather;
(4) To show how to improve and increase
yields of both crops and livestock, but taking
advantage of, or circumventing, the good and
bad features of the climate, e.g., by irrigation or
crop rotations.
The basic approach to trammg for this programme was to consider the effects of the various
meteorological phenomena on the growing plant.
Emphasis was placed on the need to study the
microclimate within a growing crop, and even
around the individual plants, as essential for
understanding the processes involved. Moreover,
· the layout for the standard agricultural meteorological stations included a plot for the study of
microclimate, quite apart from any such studies
as would be carried out on the experimental
fields surrounding the station - since all such
stations were being set up at agricultural experiment centres. In addition to this, a much more
comprehensive arrangement was planned for the
central agricultural meteorological site at the
Department's main field station at Bangna near
Bangkok. This included experimental fields for
the study of rice and other major crops, and a
"phenological garden", where observations could
be made of the annual dates of various stages of
growth of all the crops normally planted in the
Bangkok Plain (at the other stations, this latter
requirement would be fulfilled automatically by
observing the crops grown in that particular
area).

LONG-TERM PROGRAMME
While the training, needed to understand the
basic science, was given by the expert, the programme as a whole is of long term, since it takes
many years to accumulate the data necessary for
firm decisions to be made that may affect vital
agricultural policy. The fact that the new observing stations were designed to collect a much wider
range of data than had been possible at the synoptic
stations, meant that a beginning had been made.
Observations on soil moisture and soil temperature are a case in point; without them, plans to
diversify agricultural cropping in any part of the
country could not be safely put into operation
so long as there was the risk that even an occasional bad year - with extra high or . prolonged low
soil temperatures, for example - would destroy
the whole of the crop. It is necessary not only
to know, through collection of data over a number
of years, what are the average conditions in any
one area; the range of variation about the norms
must also be known; and a reasonable idea of
possible extremes must be available. Only then
can the risks inherent in any expansion of crop
area be calculated with any certainty.
Interpretation of the data coming in from the
observing stations also has a considerable effect on
the third of the objectives in the agricultural programme, namely the provision of more information, and especially of accurate forecasts, for
the farmers of Thailand. While a certain amount
of information was already available and warnings
of immediate future conditions could already be
given, merely by making proper use of the existing
synoptic observations, longer-term forecasts or
warnings of conditions likely to do permanent
damage can only be made when more is known
about the actual limitations of the crops themselves
in relation to climate. Here, the studies of microclimate initiated under the programme will be
of increasing importance in the future.

RESEARCH AND EXTENSION IN
AGRICULTURAL METEOROLOGY
Although only a beginning could be made in the
research aspects of agricultural meteorology, the
fact that seven papers had , been produced by the
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members of the Division, by the time the Project
ended, indicates their enthusiasm and willingness
to move rapidly ahead. The objective of the
expert was to teach research methods and indicate
the sort of subjects that would be suitable for
research, rather than to produce specific results.
Besides the presentation of one paper during the
Project period, three others were given by members of the Division at a National Conference on
Agriculture and Biology at Kasesart University
early in 1967.
Research and extension are traditionally grouped
together in agriculture. As indicated above, it
will be through the application of research
methods to the data being accumulated by the
new stations, as well as through the analysis of
existing data from the synoptic stations, that
information will become available concerning the
growing of new crops, or of traditional crops in
new parts of Thailand. When this happens,
the new extension medium available through the
agricultural meteorological broadcasting service
will be of great value. Even before the end of the
Project, this new source of information on weather
and crops and the regular weather forecasts for
farmers had been recognized as a great success.
Put out as a joint endeavour between the Meteorological Department and Kasesart University,
the broadcasts were already so well received that
farmers were asking to have them twice weekly,
and early in 1967 this new schedule was to come
into operation.

BREAKING NEW GROUND WITH
HYDROMETEOROLOGY

On the hydrometeorological side, the achievement was perhaps as much technical as scientific.
Whereas the subject as a whole was probably
less strange to the new staff members than were
the biological aspects of agricultural meteorology,
many of the techniques to be used in the field were
completely new, involving a great deal more than
the reading of instruments in a field plot. While
this applied especially to the observers, it was
also true for the junior technical officers whose
future job would be to supervise them at work.
X. Stilling well under construction at Kabinburi

The inclusion of boat-handling in the trammg
curriculum and of life-belts in the lists of equipment for this part of the Project indicates that
this was certainly something new for those accustomed to thinking in terms of "weather" as the
main subject for all meteorologists.
In setting up the new stations, special attention
was paid to ensuring that the data from each one
would make a real contribution to the understanding of Thailand's hydrometeorology as a
whole, and not just provide records of local interest. Careful selection of sites was the more
important because only nine of the 15 stations
were completely equipped with full stream-gauging
facilities, and only four of them were classified as
"Category I" stations making frequent observations of river discharges. At the remaining five,
"Category II" stations, discharge observations
would be made only as occasion demanded,
while at the seven "Category III" stations, there
was less complete instrumentation and river levels
were only measured by a "staff gauge", a graduated
vertical scale installed in sections up the bank of
the river.
Where a continuous record of water levels is
required, a stilling well has to be built, and the
construction of these installations was probably
the inost difficult technical problem on the hydrometeorological side of the Project. Basically, a
stilling well consists of a vertical shaft, normally
made of stone or concrete, installed in the river
bank and tall enough to reach from near the
lowest water level to well above the highest
anticipated flood. The vertical shaft is connected
with the river itself by a horizontal channel, also
of masonry or concrete. The construction can
only be done when the river is at its lowest.
Inside the vertical shaft, the water rises to the
same level as it attains in the river. A float is
therefore arranged on top of the column of water
in the shaft, counterbalanced by a weight at the
end of a cable passing over a pulley. As the river
level changes, the pulley wheel rotates and this
movement can be recorded on a clock-driven drum
inside the housing at the top of the shaft. A continuous, graphic record of river level is thus
obtained.
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CHOOSING SITES TO SOLVE
PROBLEMS
Some idea of the way in which the choice of
sites was made so as to cover the different hydrometeorological problems likely to be encountered
may be had by considering three different situations. Ill some of the rivers in the north, heavy
rains on the surrounding mountains often cause
sudden, very rapidly rising "flash floods". The
small town of Nan on the river of that name has
many times been devastated by such disasters, and
it was evident that a station upstream from the
town would be in a position to issue flood warnings
by radio. A good site was found at Wang Pha ,
some distance above Nan, where there were
already radio facilities; however, the place was very
inaccessible. Even cross-country vehicles were
unable to reach it at times, since it was necessary
to ford the river. The information that a bridge
was scheduled for construction in the near future
led to a decision to put up this station.
In central Thailand, where the finest agriculture
in the country is concentrated in the Bangkok
Plain, the floods on the Chao Phry.a, the country's
largest river, are often aggravated by water from a
major tributary, the Pasak. This river is unusual
in Thailand, in that it runs down a long narrow
valley, between steep mountains, instead of having the wide open basin of most of the country's
streams. Again, it is a river that may rise very
rapidly after heavy rain in the hills. Because of the
interesting problems that could be studied here,
in a region readily accessible from the capital,
and where information important for agricultural
development could be obtained, no less than four
stations (one Category I, two Category II and one
Category III) were set up, covering the basin
thoroughly.

special purposes, it was decided that a single station was all that the Project should set up. As
there was virtually no meteorological coverage of
the area, it was intended to have as complete instrumentation as possible, to provide the standard
meteorological observations needed for synoptic
work as well as those on the river itself. Even
this single station, however, was not set up without
considerable difficulty.
It took a two weeks' boat trip up and down the
river before a suitable site (at Thong Pha Phum)
was selected, about 250 km upstream on the
Kwai Noi branch of the river (the river of the
Kwai bridge famous in connexion with World
War II), and close to the Burmese frontier. In
his notes, the Project Manager observed that
"all travel must be by boat, sources of food and
other amenities of living are scarce, and there is
an almost total absence of social amenities".
Technical difficulties due to the nature of the
terrain would make it extremely costly and difficult to build a stilling well and even to install the
cableways and other facilities necessary for river
gauging from boats. There was a serious risk of
loss or damage to equipment, and no telephone
communication with the exterior. Whereas in
other places, two observers were considered
sufficient to make discharge measurements from
boats, here three or possibly four would be
needed. However, it was found that the observers
could be accommodated in a small town near the
Burmese frontier, and a station was finally established. However, instead of being a full Category I station, as had been intended for this
important river basin, it had no stilling well and
its stream-gauging facilities were reduced to
Category III level.

TRAINING OVER A WIDE FIELD
The most difficult decisions of all, as regards
siting and type of station, had to be made when
the Mae Klong river on the western borders of
Thailand was being considered. Although at
present hardly developed at all, this is a river
basin scheduled for heavy investment in the
future, and the original intention was to set up
four stations. However, since much of the development will be carried out by the Irrigation
Department, who set up stations for their own
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Much of the training in the straightforward
hydrological aspects of the Project was done on
the job. Thai personnel accompanying the experts
on their survey trips for site selection were able
to pick up the essential requirements for this
work. Thus, where stream gauging was to be
one of the activities at a station, a suitable "control
section" of river must be available within reasonable distance of the site and easily accessible

by boat. To gauge the quantity of water passing
down the river at any moment (quite apart from
the actual amount in the river, an indication of
which is given by the stilling well or staff gauge),
one has to measure the velocity, normally from a
boat, across a width of river of which the depth
and profile are known. It happens that in most
Thai rivers few places are suitable for stream
gauging and plenty of experience was gained in
looking for them. Meanwhile, since the Project's
own stream-gauging installations had not been
set up, actual instruction in this work was carried
out by using facilities made available by the Thai
Naval Academy and the National Energy Administration - with which relations were especially
good throughout the duration of the Project on the "control section" of river used for training
their own hydrologists.
Tr.aining in the basic theoretical concepts of
hydrology, of course, was more difficult. Put
very simply, the problem is to account for what
happens to the rain that falls, after it reaches the
ground. How much percolates into the soil,

how much runs straight off into the rivers and
eventually back to the sea, how much is lost
through evaporation or through transpiration by
the vegetation? Various equations have been
developed to answer these questions; the result
is the "water balance" for any given time or place.
Obviously, during the time of the Project, it was
impossible for the young staff to gain much experience in this complicated field, a true understanding of which is essential for accurate flood
forecasting from meteorological data - which
has to be interpreted in the light of personal
experience or local knowledge.
Another typical theoretical exercise in which
training was given was the calculation of probable
maximum rainfall that may occur over any given
area. This again depends to some extent on the
examination and interpretation of past records,
and also on skilful handling of the data obtained
therefrom. Closely allied to this is the calculation
of the possible greatest individual storm - a
matter of great importance for anyone involved
in designing dams, culverts, irrigation systems,
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etc. But again, actual operational use of the
training given by the expert in class lectures was
not possible until the hydrometeorological stations had been fully equipped, during the winter
dry season in which the Project ended. At the
same time, the existence of fairly complete coverage of the country with raingauges, over a number
of years, made it possible to forecast the likelihood
of floods after rainfall of certain amounts, although
the exact time and place of such floods could not
be forecast until the stations were fully equipped
and more experience had been gained.

SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC BASED
ON RESEARCH
Hydrometeorological service to the public does
not consist only in flood forecasting. Forecasts
for special purposes - such as those of conditions
relating to engineering works - can be produced
from the study of past records, especially where
the "maximum storm" concept is involved. Much
of this work, as well as empirical flood forecasting
based on past records, had been done previously
by the Department. What the Project did was to
provide training in the scientific background which
would enable more accurate forecasts to be made
in the future; and, by helping set up the new
stations, provide the facilities for the collection
of data needed to make those forecasts, None
the less, a start was being made in the last few
months of the Project, by developing a theoretical .
"maximum storm" for the catchment area of the
Pa Mong Dam which forms part of the UNassisted Lower Mekong Project. Analysis of
weather maps and rainfall patterns for previous
large storms, known to have produced floods in
the area, was carried out, and some idea of the
possible maximum rainfall to be allowed for in the
dam design was reached.
Forecasts made on a basis of calculations from
previous records were considered as research projects and were thus included in the programme
for starting hydrometeorological research put
forward late in 1966 by the Project Manager.
Another subject suggested for study was a further
examination, carried out this time by the Hydrometeorological Division, of the effects of wire
screens on evaporation pans - a subject pre24

viously studied by the agricultural meteorologists'
research programme. A third study suggested was
the analysis of all major storms for which data
were available. One point made in this connexion
by the Project Manager was that many such
storms in Thai are the result of the particular
conditions of tropical climates and cannot be
treated on the same basis as similar storms in
temperate zones. With its long record of rainfall,
the Meteorological Department would be in an
ideal position to make valuable studies of such
storms.

INTEGRATING THE INSTRUMENTS
PROGRAMME
Except in its very important training aspects,
the instruments programme of the Project dealt
more with materials and equipment than with
people. Nevertheless, it was an inherent part of
the whole, for without it the expansion of the
meteorological services into the fields of agricultural meteorology and hydrometeorology could
not have taken place . In fact, the programme,
seen from the point of view of the investment laid
out by the United Nations, had two distinct
aspects. One was the provision of instruments,
equipment etc., for the new observing stations;
the other was the equipment for the new workshop and laboratory, the establishment of which
was one of the Project's main original objectives.
By the time the Project had finished and the
instruments expert had made his final visit, in
Jurie 1967, the Department could claim to be well
enough equipped to handle the technical problems
entailed in its recent expansion as ·well as to
maintain the instruments and equipment already
in use when the Project commenced. Moreover,
the expert had found the time to show how a
number of items of equipment could be made
locally , thus saving foreign exchange, and greatly
reducing the cost to the Department. These
items ranged from wooden boats and Stevenson
screens. (which are used at all meteorological
observing stations to house thermometers and
some other instruments) to all the equipment
needed for the stilling wells. As examples of the
savings to the Department, flasks for raingauges
were being made for the equivalent of £2 as corn-

pared with a cost of £12 for the imported article;
evaporating pans were costing £25 made locally,
as compared with £225 for those imported; and
the cost of other raingauge items was reduced
from $100 to $25. The expert had also been able
to prepare special equipment for calibrating
raingauges. He had been personally responsible
for much of the design of the wind tunnel, to
Japanese specifications, while many of the parts
of it had been fabricated by the Thonouri Technical
Institute, another UN-assisted project, for erection by a Thai firm.
The equipment itself was divided into three
more or less separate sections: (1) that for the
new observing stations, much of which was common to all the 32 established under the Project
(some, however, was specifically needed for a
particular type of station, as for example the sets
of 8 soil thermometers for the agricultural meteorological stations and the boats for hydrological
work); (2) instruments and equipment for the
workshop and laboratory; and (3) two special
items of major importance to the calibration and
testing section, namely the wind tunnel and a
standard micrometer barometer. The wind tunnel,
as already indicated, was primarily required for
testing and calibrating anemometers, but the
standard barometer has considerably wider uses.
Precision barometers of this type are required for
all meteorological work, but the Thai Meteorological Department had in the past had to take its
instruments to India or Japan for calibration with
a high-precision standard barometer. With the
barometer installed under the Project, the Bangna
Observatory, where it is located, can now serve as
a calibration centre for surrounding countries.
Besides its use in the Project, the contribution
made in equipment by the United Nations has
helped to enhance the value of the whole Meteorology Department not only to Thailand but
also to other nearby countries in South-east Asia.

SOME PROBLEMS SOLVED
-AND UNSOLVED
On the whole, the problems arising during the
operational phases of the Project were largely solved. One that at one time loomed large was that
of language. Although most of the junior technical

officers, who were graduates either in agriculture,
from Kasesart Agricultural University, or in
engineering or science, from Chulalongkhorn
University, spoke and understood English reasonably well, the same was not the case · with the
observers. As already described, the agricultural
meteorologist solved his difficulties by preparing
simple teaching manuals and having them translated into Thai with the help of several members
of the local staff. In connexion with the training
of observers, much of the instruction was carried
out by local personnel, either in the Department
or, where hydrometeorological observations were
concerned, through the offices of the National
Energy Administration, · whose training courses
were available to the Project trainees. In the end,
this problem was not as serious as previously had
been expected. As the Project was ending, in
January 1967, a new group of observers, all of
whom like their predecessors had normal Thai
secondary school education, were being instructed
by young technical officers who themselves had
been in courses held under the Project.
A more difficult problem, and one about which
the Project staff could do little, concerned the
conditions of service of the Thai staff and their
rates of pay. Trained mechanics and engineers,
for example, a small cadre of whom had been
produced by the instruments expert, can earn far
more working for private enterprise in Bangkok's
rapidly growing industries than they can in the
Department's workshops. Similarly, there is
always the chance that the best of the professional
staff may leave to take up employment elsewhere.
While this does not affect the total number of
trained personnel working in Thailand as a whole,
it does mean that the work put into training
during the Project may be partially wasted. Nor
is it only a matter of pay. A high proportion of
the young university graduates are from urban
families, accustomed to the interesting and fastmoving life of Bangkok. Some of these young
men are not satisfied with the very quiet, often
lonely life at an agricultural research station, let
alone a hydrological observatory on some remote
river. Even when there is a town or village near by,
it does not provide the sort of life to which they
are accustomed. These conditions, combined
with comparatively low rates of pay, may make
25
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it difficult to keep the best of the junior technical
officers in the Department , and may discourage
others from taking up meteorology as a career.
Somehow these problems have to be faced if the
momentum gained in the expansion of the services
is not to be lost.
The above are problems existing when the
Project closed, and needing to be faced at that
time. But certain other problems, which can
hardly have arisen yet , can be clearly foreseen in
the light of experience of technical projects in
other developing countries. They will arise in
Thailand unless steps are taken in the immediate
future to guard against them. One of these concerns people; the other is a normal problem
wherever instruments and equipment are employed.
The first of these is the problem of training.
It is essential that training at all levels be continued,
if the Department is to expand as it should. In
general, the Department is in a position to continue the basic training of its staff (especially of its
observers) which was expanded under the Project
to include observations in agricultural meteorology
and hydro meteorology. The training in meteorology of the young graduates who will come into
the Department as junior technical officers will
also continue, being carried on by the Thai
counterpart officer of the expert responsible for
this training under the Project. The biggest
problem comes after this basic stage, when the
more senior and experienced staff will need to
continue with less formal, on-the-job training
in the more specialized fields. One way of carrying
out this training is by seminars; another is through
encouraging research. Training overseas under a

fellowship programme is another way of providing
technical development of the most promising
young officers. This applies equally to training
for the Instrument Division's personnel.
The other problem is a logistic one. It is of the
greatest importance that the service offered by the
Department does not suffer from lack of maintenance of the instruments and equipment which
were installed and made operational under the
Project. When the Project finished, these were
in good repair and fully operative. But there must
be a recognized and continuing procedure for
ensuring that s_pare parts and expendable items,
such as glassware and recording charts , do not
run short. Spares are needed, in hand, before a
breakdown, not after it has occurred. This is
especially the case when such items have to be
imported, and procurement and transportation
take months rather than weeks. In meteorology,
where continuing series of uninterrupted observations are absolutely essential, such delays can ruin
a research project and, if repeated and cumulative,
can jeopardize the value and reputation of the
service.
These are general problems of which the solutions are known. There are others, on a broader
scale, which must also be kept in mind. Some of
them are discussed in the final chapter of this
Report, in which the Project as a whole is evaluated against the background of Thailand's development. In particular, some of the ways in
which the expanded Meteorological Department
will be able to play an increasing part are indicated,
together with some suggestions of how the expansion can be continued in the future.
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IV.

EXPANSION AND DEVELOPMENT

A LTHOUGH THE PROJECT was specifically
f i concerned with the expansion of certain
divisions of the Thai Meteorological Department, this was not an end in itself. The aim of the
new programmes in agricultural meteorology and
hydrometeorology now made possible is to provide
supporting services for the national programmes in
land and water resource development. In particular, the new services must be considered in
relation to Thailand's National Economic Development Plan. One of the major objectives of this
Plan, for the period 1961to1966, was to "improve,
expand and diversify agricultural production".
Targets of 3 per cent per annum increase in rice
production and 5 per cent per annum for the ten
most important other crops were laid down.
While Thailand now produces more rice than is
required by its people, and uses it as an important
export product, further attention to its production
is necessary. The country now consumes about 75
per cent of the total production of this staple crop.
However, it has been calculated that within a
decade or so, at the present population growth
rate, Thailand will actually face a deficit of rice
if production cannot be expanded.
PROVIDING SERVICES TO
AGRICULTURE
ln general, the goal of the agricultural expansion
program~e is to grow two rice crops each year
instead of one, over a large part of the riceproducing land, and to expand this crop into new
regions of the country. Since rice depends so
heavily on ample water supplies, the importance
of the new meteorological programmes cannot be
overestimated. At the same time, a good deal
more information is needed that will be based on
the analysis and interpretation of past records.
It is no coincidence, therefore, that the first two
research projects undertaken in agricultural meteorology were concerned with the effects of rainfall
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and of flooding on rice production. To produce
two rice crops a year in Thailand as a whole will
require a good deal more research on various
aspects of rice culture, as well as a great deal more
information about the weather in the various
parts of the country, about the timing and incidence of the rains and the availability of water
from rivers or dams.
To some extent the same pattern will apply
where increased diversification of crops is concerned, and where the areas under crops already
grown are being expanded. But the concern will
not be so much with the availability of water as
with the microclimatic conditions affecting the
growing crops - again, a type of agricultural
meteorological research in which the establishment of the new services will be called upon to
play a major part. There will be a special need for
more and better data from smaller areas of the
countryside, and data on factors not hitherto
considered by the existing network of synoptic
stations - for example, soil temperature, soil
moisture and insolation. In fact, the demand for
more of all sorts of meteorological information
already exists in Thailand, as was apparent during
the Project. One of the new agricultural meteorological observing stations was set up on the
site of a new rubber plantation, which was itself
part of another UN Special Fund Project. The
Project Manager of this operation was delighted
at the prospect of having a meteorological observing station on the site, since he was already in
need of information of the type which it would be
able to provide.
As agriculture becomes diversified and intensified, the risk of costly damage from various types
of weather - drought, floods, torrential rain
etc. - will increase, and once more there will be
a much greater need for accurate information or
for the results of statistical analysis of past weather
patterns. Indeed, the whole planning of agri-
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cultural expansion has to wait on such analysis
if it is to be realistic and if the farmers, encouraged
to try new crops or grow old ones in new areas,
are not to be exposed to risks. Moreover, a series
of disasters or the failure of a new crop, due to
insufficient knowledge of local climates, can discourage farmers over a very much wider area than
that immediately affected.
Finally, there is no doubt that the farm radio
programmes will be greatly expanded, not only
to ensure that farmers regularly receive the latest
weather information, but also because once such
programmes are started, there is a continually
increasing demand. More detailed weather information, forecasts for smaller areas, and special
weather forecasts for particular crops at critical
times will become normal practice. In effect, the
Meteorological Department will be increasingly
called upon to collaborate with the agricultural
industry in three main ways: (1) by applied research in collaboration with agronomists, especially
into the conditions likely to ·be met as crops are
expanded into new regions or as different crops
are introduced; (2) statistical analysis of past (and
current) records in order to provide information
for the planning of expanded agriculture and the
introduction of new crops, especially with a view
to guarding against catastrophes due to extreme
weather conditions; (3) expanded and gradually
more sophisticated agricultural meteorological
broadcasting services.

CONTROLLED USE OF WATER
RESOURCES

On the hydrometeorological side, two major
requirements can already be foreseen. The first of
these is the need for evaporation studies, designed
to determine water losses from lakes and reservoirs. As more and more impoundments of water
are made, for storage and river control, for hydroelectric schemes and for irrigation systems, it will
become increasingly important to know how much
of the stored water is likely to be lost through
evaporation. Such losses can be an important
factor, for the surface area of most water storage
basins, whether large dams, lakes or small "tanks",
is very large in comparison with their total capacity. Although normal observations of evapora30

tion from pans sited at meteorological stations are
a routine matter under the Project, the calculations that will be required in future are extremely
complex. A number of sophisticated techniques
for these computations have been developed and
will need to be used; one of the new responsibilities of the Meteorological Department will be to
keep abreast of developments in this field.
Whereas the first concern is with decreases in
the water supply through evaporation, the second
is a matter of having too much water. Because of
the need to safeguard dams and other structures
against disaster, as well as for flood forecasting
purposes, calculations of the "maximum possible
storm" for various parts of the country will be
required by the Government Departments concerned. Every dam of any size or importance
has to be based on a "design storm" - and this
has to be worked out by the Meteorological
Department from past data , suitably arranged and
analysed. Calculations of the maximum probable
precipitation, and analyses of the frequency with
which selected large amounts of rain can be
expected, are also essential for the design and
construction of roads, railways etc., as well as in
irrigation work. All of these will mean that the
Hydrometeorological Division must be able to
undertake research based on the statistical approach to water resourC-e problems, using the
accumulating mass of data which will become
steadily more reliable as ·the new networks are
more firmly established and as their staffs gain
more experience.
The third major development that can be
foreseen in the work of this Division is in river
stage forecasting. One aspect of this, the forecasting of flash floods, has already been discussed
in Chapter III, and we have seen that one of the
new stations in particular will have a major part
to play in providing warning of such conditions
on the Nan River in northern Thailand. A rather
different aspect of flood forecasting is seen where
the rise in river levels and the movement of a
flood crest has to be considered along a stretch
of a single river which may run for many miles.
One prerequisite here is a first-class communications system, linking the observing stations at
points within the river basin and along the river

itself with the central forecasting office, and then
back to the localities within the flood warning
area. The Meteorological Department has already
a good radio network that links all its synoptic
stations with Bangkok; this will need to be coordinated with other systems, such as those of the
National Energy Authority and with the government telecommunications network.

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF
THE DEPARTMENT
Development in these two fields - agricultural
meteorology and hydrometeorology - will be
prinCipally along the lines indicated above, lines
along which no great advances can be expected
in the immediate future. All meteorology is a
long-term business (other than immediate forecasting), and although programmes in both these
fields were being actively developed at the close
of the Project, one factor must not be forgotten:
the work is still largely being ·carried out by young
and inexperienced meteorologists. They know
the basic elements of their job, but it will take
several years to realize their potentialities. This
is in no way to criticize their keenness and competence; it is simply a matter of facing the
reality that there is no substitute for experience.
For this reason, the full benefit of the Project will
not be apparent for some years and it is therefore
all the more important that development in these
fields should be along the right lines. The general
policy suggested for building up the existing
observational network has already been indicated,
and as more trained personnel become available,
gaps in the network must be filled and the services
generally expanded. In so far as agriculture is
concerned, it is suggested that an institute concerned specifically with agricultural meteorological research should be set up, sited at the
headquarters of the Division at Bangna, where
work on field crops would be carried out, and
with a unit at Kasetart University, Bankhen, for ·
work relating to rice culture. Again, all the
agricultural meteorological stations set up under
the Project were attached to Agricultural Experimental Stations dealing with field crops. ·While
this is satisfactory in so far as the diversification
of agriculture is concerned, it means that the

special agricultural meteorological problems of the
rice crop may not be adequately covered. It is
therefore suggested that several agricultural meteorological stations should be developed in association with the existing Rice Experiment Stations.
Two other desirable moves in agricultural
meteorology are concerned with the administrative
rather than the technical development of the
Department. It is suggested that Thailand should
be divided into five agricultural climatological
districts: north, north-east, central, south and
south-east. The most important station in each of
these districts should then be designated as a
Principal Agricultural Meteorological Station,
and should form the focal point of research as
well as for observation collection in that region.
Each of these would then work directly with the
central station at Bangna. The second administrative move should be the creation of a co-ordinated
plan for meteorological services to agriculture
for the country as a whole. This is an urgent
requirement, to ensure that effort and the service
of the comparatively few trained men should not
be wasted. Perhaps the most suitable way to
evolve a definite programme would be through
some sort of joint committee, on which the various
agricultural interests (and of course including
forestry) would be represented together with the
Meteorological Department. Such a committee
should be in a position to identify the most
pressing priorities in data collection and research
from the point of view of agricultural development, and to review any such list at periodic
meetings.
For hydrometeorology, a national co-ordinating
committee has already been set up, due largely
to the Project, for co-ordinating all activities
connected with water resources. It remains for
this body to ensure that there is co-ordination and
full collaboration between the three bodies (the
Meteorological and Irrigation Departments and
the National Energy Authority) now all engaged
in stream gauging. and river stage forecasting.
Particularly in view of the shortage of trained
personnel and of the need to avoid duplication
of effort, it is essential that the observation, processing and dissemination of river data be properly co-ordinated.
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TRAINING AND RESEARCH:
URGENT PRIORITIES
The acquisition of further experience by the
cadre of young scientists and technicians trained
on the job during the Project is something that
should come as a matter of course. At the same
time, a stream of new graduates, as well as observers and technicians at all levels, will be joining
the Department as it continues to expand. Both
these, and the existing staff, will require continuing
training. Much of this can certainly be carried
out by the existing senior staff, including the small
group who have returned from fellowships
abroad under the Project. Moreover, the assignment of a hydrometeorologist under the United
Nations Development Programme of Technical
Assistance Component, to begin during 1967,
will help to carry on training in this field. None
the less, the training aspects of the expansion
must be kept clearly in mind, or results will be
disappointing .
The need for more advanced training is especially
urgent where research is concerned. The activities
of the proposed new hydrometeorological analysis
unit in particular will require a very considerable
effort on the part of the staff appointed to it.
For this work, it is suggested that some jobs can
well be done by sub-professional personnel, particularly where it is a matter of routine recording
or mapping of data. This will leave the professional
staff free to devote all of their time to the actual
data analyses. But in both the fields with which
the Project was concerned, research will require
careful organization and must in the early stages
also incorporate a good deal of advanced training,
if the earlier training, carried out under the Project, is not to be wasted. This also implies the
need for very careful organization of the various
Divisions within the expanded Department and,
in particular, of the new Hydrometeorological
Division.
Finally, and also relevant to both the training
and research aspects of further development,
the young scientists and other staff members
must be encouraged to make full use of the existing
facilities in the Department. Much of the information and basic documentation needed for the
current and future research projects is already on

hand in the Department's library, with additions
to this collection made during the Project. Making
full use of the library facilities must become a
normal activity of the scientific and technical
staff.

A SUCCESSFUL PROJECT
Although it will be several years before the
lasting effects of the Project can be properly appreciated, some evaluation is already possible.
Certainly it can be claimed that the principal objectives, as set out in the Plan of Operation , were
attained. The services provided by the Thai
Meteorological Department were expanded in the
fields of agricultural meteorology and hydrometeorology, and 17 and 15 new observing stations
were set up in these two disciplines respectively.
An instruments workshop was built and equipped
for routine servicing and maintenance of the Department's equipment and instruments; it incorporated a laboratory for testing and calibration of
~eteorological instruments and included a wind
tunnel and other sophisticated instrumentation.
The training programme laid down under the
Plan of Operation was amply fulfilled. When the
Project came into being, the staff of the Agrometeorological, Hydrometeorological and Instruments Divisions of the Department totalled less
than 40 individuals. When the Project ended, this
total had risen to 135, which included 60 observers
and some 20 junior and senior technical officers.
Virtually all of these scientists and technicians had
been trained under the Project, and the administrative and clerical staff included in the total had also
acquired valuable experience, as had many other
individuals throughout the Department who came
into contact with the new ideas and the fresh approach which the Project brought.

SOME REASONS FOR SUCCESS
The success of the Project, however, is not
confined solely to the material and technical
achievements and further training which were its
official objectives. From the first, the close and
cordial collaboration between the United Nations
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team and the staff of the Department, at all
levels, had been remarkable. One advantage
was that the Project was not an isolated operation,
remote from existing Government activities, as is
sometimes the case. Throughout the endeavour
the work done by the experts and their Thai colleagues and counterparts had been fully integrated
with that of the Department as a whole, and the
existing organization had not had to be changed
to accommodate the new ideas and methods. The
Department, in fact, could take the Project in its
stride, and tasks under the Project were easily
absorbed into the routine work. When the Project
closed, there was no need for abrupt "handing
over".

the Government of Thailand now has at its disposal greatly expanded services and facilities in
meteorology. What is important is that these
services and facilities should be fully used, not
only within the Department and in other Governmental activities, but for the progress of the
country as a whole. As industrialization proceeds,
there will be increasingly heavy demands on the
Department from many directions. Some of
these can be met by using the expanded services to
the fullest, where the request is a straightforward
one for more data of the type that are now becoming available. Others will require research, much
of it based on the interpretation of past and
current data.

Throughout the three-and-a-half year period,
these factors had contributed to the stability of the
Project. The original objectives had remained
unchanged, and although delays in obtaining
some equipment and the difficulty of recruiting a
suitable expert made some differences to the instrument and workshop programme, these did
not materially affect the Project in any way.
Another important factor was that the original
objectives were reasonable ones, based on previous
experience elsewhere and attainable within the
existing framework of the Department, given the
assistance provided by the experts and the equipment detailed under the Project. Finally, the Thai
Meteorological Department included in its staff
men who thoroughly understood the Project and
were able and fully prepared to go ahead with its
implementation. On several occasions when
delays might have occurred, action by the Thai
staff ensured that the impetus within the Project
was not lost and it was even possible to make up
time that might otherwise have been wasted.
An important factor in this respect was the ready
and willing collaboration both of other Departments of the Thai Government and of other
Projects in operation within the country under the
United Nations Development Programme.

One important point concerns the administrative
and organizational aspects of the Department's
work. This is the need for really effective coordination of effort and exchange of results on the
part of the various agencies within the country
already interested in agricultural meteorology and,
perhaps more important, hydrometeorology. It
has been suggested that a co-ordinating committee
for the former be set up. One to cover the latter
already exists, but the exchange of facilities and
data between the various agencies concerned was
still not yet effective at the time of the Project's
termination.

THE TASKS AHEAD
As a result of this Project in partnership between the Thai Meteorological Department and
the United Nations Development Programme,
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In so far as concerns observations, these will
increase in number and accuracy as more stations
become fully operative and are manned by increasingly experienced observers and junior technical
officers. As time goes by, new stations will need
to be set up. These need not have same complete
set of instruments as those now operating and
some of them will probably be manned by parttime observers. But all, new and old alike, can
operate satisfactorily only if the equipment is well
maintained and spares of all sorts are readily
available against any breakdown.
Given accurate observations and proper records,
research can go ahead on the lines indicated in
this report. But it is important that it should be
strictly practical, applied research, of real value
to agriculture or industry or to such Government
departments as those concerned with roads,
building and transportation. Full use must be
made of the ample facilities and the training of

potential research staff must continue. In research,
as in the calibration and servicing of equipment,
the Department will possibly be able to fulfil a
regional role, providing facilities for some of its
neighbours by virtue of the equipment installed
under the Project.
In the last analysis, however, the personnel of
the Department are the key to this as to all other
activities that may lead to progress. Perhaps the
most important task ahead, and one that can
only be resolved on the spot and by the Government and the Department, will be to build up a
corps of meteorologists, in sufficient number and
adequately trained to keep abreast of the continued

XV. Specialist
reading precision
standard
barometer

expansion of the programmes now initiated. It is
not only a problem of recruiting and training
these personnel; it is also a matter of providing
conditions of service, and a deeper motivation,
such as will retain them on the staff of the Department, and enable them to resist the temptations
of work elsewhere, abroad or within Thailand
herself. This is a universal problem, by no means
peculiar to the developing countries. It can be
solved, to a large extent, if the atmosphere is
such that working for the Meteorological Department is regarded as belonging to an elite service,
wherein ambitious young scientists and technicians can advance themselves and bring added
prestige to their country.
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PLAN OF OPERATION

(b) To provide a properly equipped laboratory for
calibration, checking and standardization of
meteorological instruments;

Summary

Special Fund allocation . . . . . . . US $343,900 *
Government's counterpart contribution. US $252,952
Duration . . . .
. . . . . . . . . 3 years
Executing Agency . World Meteorological Organization
Co-operating
Government
Agency . .
Thai Meteorological Department

(c) Training local meteorological personnel in observations and maintenance of meteorological stations and equipment;
(d) Initiating research in agricultural meteorological
and hydrometeorological fields and training the
local meteorologists in research.

Introduction

For the purpose of the "Expansion of Meteorological
Services" to be undertaken by the World Meteorological
Organization as the Executing Agency for the United
Nations Special Fund, this Plan of Operation shall be the
Plan of Operation provided for in Article 1, paragraph 2 of
the Agreement signed on 4 June 1960 by the Government
of Thailand and the United Nations Special Fund.
1.

I. Purpose and description
2. The purpose of the project is to expand the network
of hydrometeorological and agricultural meteorological
stations, to provide research facilities in meteorology and
agricultural meteorology and to establish an instruments
laboratory. The execution of the project would ensure an
adequate and well maintained network of meteorological
stations in Thailand which will provide the necessary information for assessing the water potential for the purpose
of planning projects to meet the needs of agriculture,
industry and domestic water supply of the country. In
addition, as a result of the initiation in research given to
the meteorological personnel of Thailand by the experts
of the project, the Meteorological Department of Thailand
will be better equipped to provide adequate service in the
field of agricultural meteorology and hydrometeorology.
The Plan specifically calls for:

(a) The establishment of 15 hydrometeorological
stations and 17 agricultural meteorological stations to strengthen the existing meteorological
network;

* This figure includes the Government's payments for local
operating costs, and Executing Agency costs.
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3.

The execution of the project shall take three years.

4. Following the establishment in 1959 by the World
Meteorological Organization of the Commission for Hydrological Meteorology and realizing the urgent need for the
expansion of the hydrometeorological facilities in Thailand,
a division of hydronwteorology was set up in the Meteorological Department to assist and advise the public in areas
where shortage or excess of water creates problems.

5. A new division of agrometeorology was also set up
in 1959 to improve the meteorological advice and warnings
for agricultural operations.
6. These two divisions will be actively associated with
the execution of the project.

II. Prior obligations of the Government

7. In the execution of the hydrological part of the project, the Thai Meteorological Department will secure the
necessary collaboration of the Irrigation Department, as
required, in order to co-ordinate the hydrological installations and observations programme under the project with
the hydrological measurements programme of the Irrigation Department.

III. Work plan
A.

PARTICIPATION AND CONTRIBUTION
OF THE SPECIAL FUND

8. The Special Fund will provide the following through
the Executing Agency:

(a) Experts

9. Three international experts for a total of 5 Yi manyears will be provided. One of these will be a hydrometeoro logist, who will be the Project Manager, and his
term of office will be three years. An agricultural meteorologist for a period of one-and-a-half years and a meteorological instruments expert for a period of one year will also
be provided and they will work under the supervision of
the Project Manager. Details regarding the experts such
as the anticipated dates of entry into duty and the duration
of the assignments are given in Appendix IV.

into the country in compliance with the terms of Article VII,
paragraph 4 (e), of the Agreement.
(d) Miscellaneous
15. The Special Fund, through the Executing Agency,
shall provide funds not to exceed US $7 ,300 for miscellaneous services and for the administration of the project,
including administrative and clerical assistance, postal and
communicative expenses, and sundry expenses not otherwise provided for by the Government under this Plan of
Operation.

(b) Fellowships

B.

10. During the execution of the project, three fellowships

of one-year duration each will be awarded to senior technical personnel of the Thai Meteorological Service for
advanced training abroad, in order to train them as counterparts for the experts in the project. The fields of training
will be hydrometeorology, agricultural meteorology and
meteorological instruments. The recipients of the fellowships shall be selected by the Government in consultation
with the project manager and with the approval of the
Executing Agency. The Government shall obtain the
requisite assurance of each recipient that the knowledge
acquired by him from his studies abroad will be utilized in
the service of the Government in the Thai Meteorological
Department for a reasonable length of time after his return
to Thailand.

PARTICIPATION AND CONTRIBUTION
OF THE GOVERNMENT

16. Under the terms of the Agreement, Article IV, paragraphs 1 and 2, the Government shall provide in kind:
(a)

18 man-years of full-time senior technical officers;

(b)

37 man-years of full-time junior technical officers and staff;

(c) 128 man-years of full-time observers for the
new stations;
(d)

15 man-years of part-time observers;

(e)

33 man-years of administrative and other staff.

the fellows during their training abroad :::ind shall meet the
cost of their medical examinations, passports and visas
and incidental expenses.

17. The number of full-time and part-time observers shall
be decided by the state of readiness of the new stations.
The Project Manager shall advise the Government of the
requirements in respect of such staff reasonably ahead of
time.

12. The fellowships awarded under this Plan of Operation
shall be administrated in accordance with the fellowships
regulations of the Executing Agency.

18. The Government shall provide the necessary buildings
for the laboratory and also office accommodation for the
experts of the project.

11. The Government shall continue to pay the salaries of

(c)

Equipment

13. Equipment and material for the meteorological stations and the laboratory to be established under the project,
up to a total cost not exceeding $180,000, shall be procured
by the Executing Agency. A tentative list of equipment to
be supplied and the phasing of the procurement are given
in Appendix IV.* The list shall be finalized by the Project
Manager in consultation with the concerned Government
authorities, soon after he takes up his duties in the project.
During the course of the project the list may be modified
in minor respects in the light of experience and subject to
final decisions to be taken by the Executing Agency in
consultation with the Government and with the approval
of the Special Fund .
14. The equipment, materials and vehicles as set out in
Appendix II * shall be procured by the Executing Agency,
in accordance with its established procedures. They shall
be consigned to the Project Manager and shall be brought

*

Not reproduced in this report.

19. The Government shall assume the full cost of construction of the meteorological stations and the laboratory
and of the installation of equipment therein.
20. The Government shall provide sufficient number of
local, administrative, clerical and secretarial staff.
21. The Government shall provide in kind the full-time

services of drivers for the vehicles provided under the project and shall likewise assume responsibility for the operation and maintenance of the said vehicles for the duration
of the project. The Government shall also arrange for the
insurance of these vehicles against third party claims.
22. The Government shall meet the cost of clearance of

project equipment, its transportation, insurance, handling,
and storage within the country and related expenses.
Local operating costs

23. With reference to the payments to be made by the
Government under Article V, paragraphs 1 (a) to (d) of the
Agreement referred to in the preamble of this Plan of
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Operation, excepting the cost within the country for transportation of project supplies and equipment which is a
counterpart contribution, the Government shall pay to the
Special Fund, in local currency, the equivalent of
US $18,300 (at the UN rate of exchange applicable on
the date of payment) towards local operating cost. This
amount represents 15 per cent of the total estimated cost
to the Special Fund of foreign project personnel.
24. The above amount shall be deposited by the Government to the credit of the Special Fund account in the Siam
Commercial Bank Limited, Bangkok, in accordance with
the following schedule:
Equivalent of US $6,000 (in local currency)
on signature of the Plan of Operation
Equivalent of US $8,000 (in local currency)
on 1 January 1964
Equivalent of US $4,300 (in local currency)
on· 1 January 1965.
Payment of the above amounts on/or before the dates
specified above, is a prerequisite to operation.
C.

SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS

25. The Executing Agency shall commence execution of
the project upon receipt of a written authorization to do so
from the Managing Director of the Special Fund.
26. Field operations shall commence with the arrival of
the Project Manager in Thailand. He shall proceed with
the review and finalization of the equipment list and, in
collaboration with the concerned Government authorities,
decide the locations of the new stations. The agrometeorologist and the instrument expert will arrive within one
year of the arrival of the Project Manager . Details of the
sequence of operations are given in Appendix V. *

D.

28. Budgetary and financial control of the Special Fund
contribution shall remain in the hands of the Executing
Agency.
Not reproduced in this report.
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29. In addition to the services and facilities described in
paragraphs 16 to 22 above, which shall be provided in
kind to the project by the Government and estimated to
cost a total of 5,312,000 bahts , the equivalent of US $252,952
as detailed in table in Appendix II,* the estimated total cash
project budget amounting to the equivalent of US $343 ,900
will consist of the following:
(a) The gross cost of experts, fellowships, equipment
and miscellaneous expenses, described· in paragraphs 9
through 15 above to be met by the Special Fund and
amounting to an estimated total of US $324,400 which
includes an amount estimated at the equivalent of
US $18,300, representing cash payment in local currency
to be made by the Government to the Special Fund towards
local operating costs described in paragraphs 23 and 24
above .
(b) The overhead cost of the Executing Agency
(US $19,500) to be met by the Special Fund.
30. Appendices I and II* set out the Plan of Expenditure of
the Special Fund and the Government contributions by
calendar year and by main objects of expenditure. Appendix III* shows the total Government contribution.

V. Reports
31. The Government shall submit to the Executing Agency
before 15 October each year, the statement of accounts for
the preceding calendar year, duly audited and accompanied
by the relevant financial report.
32. The Executing Agency will furnish to the Government progress reports if required by it, in a manner that
will be agreed upon between the Agency and the Government.

ORGANIZATION

27. The Director General of the Thai Meteorological
Department shall assume the over-all responsibility with the
Government for the execution of the project. He shall be
guided in the execution of all operations by the Executing
Agency which may give its advice either directly or through
the Project Manager and the other experts. The Project
Manager shall collaborate with the Thai authorities in all
administrative and technical matters concerning the project and he shall act as a link between the Executing Agency
and the Government. The other experts will be primarily
responsible for giving technical advice in their respective
fields. They will also assist the local authorities as required
in the selection of sites for the stations, the installation of
equipment and the conducting of investigations.

*

IV. Budget

33. The Government and the Executing Agency shall submit jointly to the Special Fund at the end of each year a
certified inventory of equipment purchased with the funds
allocated by the Special Fund.
34. Copies of the interim and final reports made by the
Special Fund to the Governing Council , which will reflect
the progress of operations of the project in financial terms,
will be available to the Government if it wishes to have
them.

VI. Conclusion
35. At the conclusion of the project, the Government, the
Executing Agency, and the Special Fund shall consult with
a view to transferring the title to the equipment from the
Special Fund, in whose name it will have been held by the
Executing Agency, to the Government or to agencies
nominated by the Government.

mination of the responsibilities of the Executing Agency
and the Special Fund.

36. After the termination of the financing by the Special
Fund and the Executing Agency's responsibilities, the project shall be entirely under the supervision of the Thai
Meteorological Department.

38. The Government shall undertake to provide adequate
funds to the Meteorological Department to assume the
full responsibility of the project at the conclusion of the
Special Fund participation.

37. The Government shall make the necessary statutory
provision for the continuation of the project after the ter-

Agreed, on behalf of the parties, by the undersigned:
5 March 1963

5 March 1963

14 January 1963

Date

Date

Date

LUANG ARTHAKAIVALNATHI
Government of Thailand

J. N. CORRY
United Nations Special Fund

D. A. DAVIES
World Meteorological Organization

APPENDIX II

UNITED NATIONS EXPENDITURE (US$)

Item

I

Experts
Fellowships
Equipment
Miscellaneous
Executing Agency overhead
TOTAL

Original estimate

I

Actual expenditure

122,100
15,000
180,000
7,300
19,500

167,422
22,776
176,136
2,141
21,600

343,900

390,075
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APPENDIX III
LIST OF NON-EXPENDABLE EQUIPMENT PROVIDED BY UNDP

Item
No.

Specification

Quantity

Cost
in US$

A. METEOROLOGICAL
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
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Rainfall intensity recorders
Clqcks for rainfall intensity recorders
Recording raingauges (siphon)
Clocks for recording raingauges (siphon)
Recording raingauges (weighing), complete with spare parts and accessories
Clocks for recording raingauges (weighing)
Chart drive for weighing gauge .
Calibration weights for weighing gauge
Ordinary raingauges
Evaporation sets. Class A
Thermometers for evaporimeters.
Maximum and minimum thermometers
Psychrometer, Lambrecht, with water supply
Thermometers for Lambrecht psychrometers
Grass minimum thermometers.
Surface thermometers
Soil thermometers (sets of 8)
Soil thermometers
Barographs, Belfort
Clocks for Belfort barographs.
Pen arms for Belfort barographs
Chart cylinders for barographs
Pens for Belfort barographs
Hygrothermographs, Thiess .
Clocks for hygrothermographs with pen arms
Hair elements for Belfort hygrothermographs
Tubes for Belfort hygrothermographs
Tubes for SIAP barometers.
Sunshine recorders, Campbell
Dew gauges.
Recording dew balances
Blocks for dew gauges .
Station barometers, Lambrecht, with two thermometers .
Tu bes for station barometers
Tubes for Negretti Zambra barometers
Aspiration psychrometers, Assmann
Clocks for Assmann, psychrometers .
Thermometers for aspiration psychrometers
Rotating cup anemometers, SIAP .
Wind transmitters with indicators, Lambrecht
Wind run anemometers, Lambrecht
Soil moisture gauges (sets of 4)
Soil moisture weighing sets .
Hand anemometers, Lambrecht .
Wind masts.
Galvanometers for thermojunction thermometers, complete with wires
Temperature recorder, Yokogawa
Potential evapotranspirometers

10
3
17
4
15
3
1
1
32
26
6
70
32
8
20
20
12
44
27
3
9
2
40
27
5
15
15
2
17
13
4
5
17
8
9
17
12
5
6
6
19
12
6
3
17
2
1
2

5,110
83
2,229
107
5,253
256
84
42
340
15,854
108
756
673
25
199
117
2,310
1,836
10,753
38
125
35
82
1,538
135
124
429
210
1,544
350
537
17
2,472
192
449
974
168
13
2,220
2,652
1,574
977
785
168
2,039
122
810
1,170

Item
No.

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

Specification

Robinson anemometers
Precision balance
Pyrheliometer, Angstrom , with band
Pyrheliometer, normal, with 3 filters
Pyranometers, Bellani
Wind vanes .
Drying oven (electric)
Weighing bottles for oven
Electric cable
Cisterns for Negretti Zambra barometers
Leather bags for Negretti Zambra barometers
Tubes for Green barometers
Cisterns for Green barometers
Thermometers for Green barometers
Tubes for Casella barometers
Leather bags for Casella barometers
Thermometers for Casella barometers

Quantity

1
1
1
1
3
27
1
150
3,575
9
9
12
12
6
5
5
2

Cost
in US$

231
470
2,675
891
375
1,160
117
107
2,612
22
25
300
24
27
308
56
70
77 ,554

B. HYDROLOGICAL
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Current meters, Arkansas V, complete
Worm sleeves for current meter
Cable winches, Newa
Jibs, Luga
Stands for winches
Water stage recorders, Ledot, complete
Clocks for Ott current meter recorders
Winch, Wolga, for Ott current meter with cable and case
Middle pieces for current meters
10 kg sinkers for Ott current meters
25 kg sinkers for Ott current meters
50 kg sinkers for Ott current meters
Intermediate pieces for Arkansas V current meters
Staff gauge sections of 1 metre
Extra cable for Ott recorders, in metres .
Extra parts and accessories for 9tt current meters
Levels with tripods
Levelling rods .
Burton transit .
Abney hand level
Plaster moulds for Ott current meters
Water level recorders, Ott X
Clock for water level recorder
Small theodolites, Kolb
Tag lines
Targets for level rod

10
9
12
10
8
8
2
1
5
8
10

5
5
387
300
6
6
1
1
4
2
1
2
10
6

5,762
85
3,060
246
320
1,827
98
719
1,444
360
1,830
1,265
78
4,758
314
607
1,308
116
49
40
130
478
49
342
595
80
25,960

C. LABORATORY AND WORKSHOP
1
2
3

Micrometer standard barometer .
Hook gauge blocks, set
Barometer, aneroid, precision .

1
1
1

2,850
475
975
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Item
No.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

42

Specification

Barometers, mercurial, Fortin
Manos tat, aneroid
Oxifier set
Air conditioner
Fans, hassock .
Constant temperature bath
Capacitance resistance tester
Volt-ohm-milliammeters.
Vacuum tube voltmeter
Universal impedance bridge
Ammeter, clamp-on
High-precision potentiometer w/ galvanometer and std. cell
Tube checker
Audio oscillator, sine
Resistance decade
Capacitance decade
Oscilloscope with chart.
Recorder, strip chart, potentiometer .
Recorder, strip chart, thermocouple
Recorder, strip chart, w/ resistance thermometer
Accessories for South Bend lathe, set
Milling machine, vertical spdl., South Bend
Shaper, bench, 7 in., South Bend
Combination roller bending brake w/ box fingers
Foot squaring shear, Pexto .
Combination rotary forming machine, Pexto
Slip roll forming machine
Jointer, long bed, 8 in.
Saw, radial arm, 12 in., Delta
Band saw, 20 in., Delta
Drill, floor, Walker Turner
Drill, bench 14 in ., D eha
Lathe, woodworking, 12 in., Rockwell
Grinder, pedestal, 7", Delta
Grinder, pedestal, 6", Delta
Buffer bench
Abrasive belt finishing machine, 6 in., Delta
Abrasive disk finishing machine .
Tapewriter with tape
Vacuum cleaner, shop
Multi position vice
Balance, solution, 20 gr.
Micrometers, Lufkin
Levels, Lufkin
Transformers, electrical
Power supply, laboratory, Rhode and Schwartz
Torque watch, .01-1 20 in-oz
Rack panel, 19 in.
Shear, No . 2, 19" blade
Hollow mandrel, 40 in.
Drills, hvy. duty, Millers Falls
Grinder kit, Handee
Impact tool kit
Pipe cutting equipment with accessories

Quantity

3
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
2
19
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1

Cost
in US$

1,300
215
376
190
86
1,276
31
100
72

497
57
998
281
180
150
158
1,025
2,117
1,517
1,846
1,615
3,936
764
953
543
114
560
488
1,189
1,335
411
353
892
288
255
87
392
243
40
75
30
110
378
108
199
200
99
168
39
47
157
33
118
206

Item
No.

58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83

Cost
in US$

Specification

Vice, woodworking, Universal
Drill set, coarse, high speed w / case
Clamps, wood
Tap and die sets, Little Giant, Combination MIG 2
Wrench set, master mechanic's
Tap extractor, set
Screw and bolt extractor, set Giant Grip
Paint gun w / container
Ladder, extension, 28 ft
Welding and cutting outfit, Macarco
Portable acetylene generator
Steel tape, 300 feet
Roller chain hoist, Rockwell
Utility truck
Arbor press, 3 ton
Anvil, 72 kilos
Standard calibration thermometers, 0-50°C
Manometer, Goettingen type
Watch checking machine, Seiko Mdl P-61/15
Cutter bits for lathe, carbide tipped
Wind tunnel duct, WMO specs.
Axial flow fan for wind tunnel, Ebara
Jeweller's lathe w/ accessories, Bergeon No. 1766A
Copying machine, RICOPY 610
Motor for South Bend lathe
Small items of instruments and accessories

1
1
8

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
18
1
1
1
1
1

80
58
39
194
140
34
43
61
61
135
322
58
126
40
125
134
167
~52

204
25
2,500
937
557
420
50
983
41,042

D. OFFICE AND MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
1
2
3

4
5

Planimeters, Ott .
Drafting equipment (set)
Calculating machine, Monroe
Binoculars, small
Books and publications

2
1

1
32
84

159
85
1,085
304

229
1,862

E. LAND AND WATER TRANSPORT
1
2

3
4

5
6
7
8

Station wagons, Land Rovers
Aluminium boats with oars
Outboard engines for aluminium boats
Wooden boats
Johnson outboard engines for wooden boats .
Boat trailers
Life preservers
Extra screws for Johnson outboard engines

2
8
8
3
4
2
35
9

5,368
2,348
1,578
2,250
1,512
294
79
107
13,536

Total of A, B, C, D and E
Shipping, insurance, expendables and report preparation costs .
TOTAL COST OF EQUIPMENT

159,954
16,182
176,136
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APPENDIX

IV

PROJECT PERSONNEL

Name

T. Southwick

I

Home country

Job performed

I

U.S.A.

Project Manager I
Hydrometeorology

Duration

I
1.6.63

- 5 .1. 67

E . Maruyama

Japan

Agricultural Meteorology

10.5 . 64 - 9.9 .66

E.W . Atkins

U.S.A.

Meteorological Instruments

7 . 3 . 64

H. Voss

Fed . Rep. Germany

Aeronautical Meteorology

10. 12. 65 - 31 . 12. 66

Y. Kawano

Japan

Meteorological Instruments

11.6.66 - 31 . 12. 66

APPENDIX

-20.4.64

V

FELLOWSHIPS

Name
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Subject

I

Place of study

I

Period

V. Rasmidatta

Agricultural Meteorology

U.S.A.

16 . 7.64 - 17. 7. 65

S. Sudhampun

Hydrometeorology

U.S.A.

10.8.64 - 30. ,7. 65

S. Sanggotanagit

Meteorological
Instruments

U.S.A.

17. 11 . 64 - 17 . 11 . 65

T. Damrak

Meteorological
Instruments

Australia

-.1.69 --.1.70

